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& THE LOST & FOUND BACKPACK

“Sorry?” said Mum, shouting into her phone. “‘I SAID ‘CAN YOU EMAIL

THAT TO ME’?”

Embarrassed, Jennifer looked around the bus. The funny thing

was, even though Mum was being loud, nobody seemed to notice. The

passengers were too busy on their own phones to pay attention. Jennifer

didn’t have a phone. All she could think of was her, very sore, tummy. She

sighed and hugged her special backpack. Daddy had given it to her. It was

where she put all favourite things. Yes, it was a bit scuffed and muddy, but,

to Jennifer, it was the best backpack in the world.

“Mum, my tummy’s sore.”

No answer came. She tried again.

“MUM, MY TUMMY’S SORE!”

Everyone turned in her direction. It seemed that when a 7-year-old

shouted people paid attention.

“Jennifer, I am on

the phone. I

know all about

your tummy.

That’s why I left

the office and

we’re going

home on this

bus!” said Mum,

before returning

to her call.

As all the passengers returned to their screens, Jennifer couldn’t

help feeling sad. Mum was ALWAYS busy with work. She folded her arms

and looked out of the window. Mum had probably been annoyed when

Jennifer’s school rang to say she was sick and needed to go home.

Jennifer heard a rumbling sound. At first, she thought it was

coming from her sore tummy. It wasn’t. The rumble grew louder… and

louder. Then, suddenly, there was a loud popping noise and a fountain of

sparkly, colourful, beans erupted through the seat next to her. With them

came the most delicious smell of candy floss! From this multicoloured

mound, a tiny, extra shiny, velvety-soft mole emerged!
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Jennifer was completely confuddled. She looked around the bus to

see if anyone had noticed this new arrival. Nobody had.

“Are you a mole?” whispered Jennifer.

“I am,” squeaked the mole. “But I’m a little different to most moles.

I’m Unimole. Pleased to meet you, Jennifer.”

With that, Unimole gave a little bow, wiggled her rainbow-striped tail and

beamed at Jennifer.

“Pleased to meet you ‘Unimole’,” said Jennifer.

She placed her special backpack in front of Unimole, to hide the mole from

the other passengers.

“You’ve got a sore tummy today Jennifer?”

Jennifer held her stomach and gave a sad nod.

“Well,” said Unimole, softly, “I’m sorry that you’re feeling sad. I’m

here to tell you how wonderful and special you are.”

“Mum doesn’t think so,” sighed Jennifer.

“Your mum,” said Unimole, kindly, “thinks you’re the most

wonderful thing in the whole world. She works so hard to try and give you

a nice life.”

“Really?”

“Really, Jennifer.”

Mum let out a little screech, it made Jennifer and Unimole jump.

“Oh no!” cried Mum. “It’s our stop!”

She grabbed Jennifer’s hand, rang the bell and dragged her down the aisle

of the bus; away from Unimole.

“Wait!” shouted Jennifer.
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But they didn’t wait, in a moment or two they were at the side of

the road watching as the bus pulled away into traffic. Just as Jennifer had

met the magical Unimole, she’d been pulled away. Her stomach churned.

Then she remembered something that made it feel even worse.

HER SPECIAL RUCKSACK WAS STILL ON THE BUS!

“My rucksack!” Jennifer shouted.

She tugged at Mum’s sleeve.

“Jennifer, I am on the phone!” she replied.

“But my rucksack,” Jennifer pleaded, “it’s still on the bus.”

Mum hung up the phone and scratched her head.

“What are we going to do, Mum?” sobbed Jennifer.

“Now let me think,” said Mum, biting her lip. “Don’t worry, we’ll get

it back…”

HONK!!! Jennifer looked up. To her amazement, the bus was

beeping its horn and turning around. It was coming back their way! A

moment later the bus pulled up at the curbside in front of Mum and

Jennifer. The doors opened and the smell of candy floss wafted onto the

street.

“Hello there,” said the driver. “I think you forgot something!”

In the driver’s hand was the special rucksack. Jennifer took it and hugged

it to herself.

“Thank you so much,” said Jennifer, very relieved.

“Yes, thank you very much indeed! That was incredibly kind,” said

Mum.

“No problem,” said the driver. “Can’t have the little lady losing such

an awesome bag!”
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Jennifer looked at her special rucksack. The strangest thing had

happened. The design had changed. It was patterned with rainbow stripes

– just like Unimole’s horn. Jennifer opened the bag.

There, amongst all her most treasured possessions, was

something new: a cuddly Unimole, with a heart shaped nose and a

rainbow striped horn – just like the real thing.

Her tears forgotten, Jennifer smiled and hugged the toy.

“What’s that?” Mum asked.

“It’s a Unimole,” said Jennifer. “The real Unimole is magical, she

told me I was ‘wonderful’ and that you love me lots!”

Mum bent down and looked into Jennifer’s eyes.

“It sounds to me that this ‘Unimole’ knows what she’s talking

about. You are WONDERFUL Jennifer, the most precious thing to me in

the entire world. I’m sorry I sometimes get so busy with work that I forget

to tell you.”

With that, Mum gave Jennifer the biggest of big hugs.

As they walked home together, Jennifer realised something. Her

tummy didn’t hurt any more. Not one bit.

“Thanks, Unimole,”

whispered Jennifer,

squeezing her new toy.

And somewhere, not too
far away, the real
Unimole’s
rainbow-striped tail
wiggled with happiness.
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